INDOPLAS, INDOPACK and INDOPRINT postponed to
2 – 5 June 2021
16 June 2020 - The Indonesian International Plastics, Packaging and
Printing Exhibitions scheduled for September this year will be postponed to
2 – 5 June 2021. As Indonesia’s leading all-in-one exhibition focusing on
innovative technologies and solutions from the co-related plastics,
packaging and printing sectors, the venue for INDOPLAS, INDOPACK and
INDOPRINT remains unchanged at Jakarta International Expo (JIExpo),
Indonesia.
With the evolving situation surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic,
rescheduling the trade fair to 2021 was deemed necessary in the continued
fight against the pandemic and on the back of tighter social distancing
measures, border control and travel restrictions in many countries.
Mr Gernot Ringling, Managing Director, Messe Düsseldorf Asia, said: “It
was a difficult but necessary decision and after discussions with our
Indonesian partners - WAKENI, we felt it was in the best interest of all
participants involved to postpone INDOPLAS, INDOPACK and INDOPRINT
to 2021. The health and safety of all stakeholders is our top priority. With
the move to next year, we also believe this will place all participants in the
co-related industries in a stronger position to carry over the successful
status of the trade fair to 2021.”
“We are committed to meeting the expectations of our partners, local and
international exhibitors and trade visitors, and look forward to further
nurturing these trusted relationships as we work together towards the 2021
edition,” he added.
Mrs Rini Sumardi, Director, Wahana Kemalaniaga Makmur, PT (WAKENI),
said: “We would like to thank all our industry partners, exhibitors, and
registered visitors from all over the world who have stood by the trade fair
as we make these difficult decisions and appreciate their continued support
with the new dates. We are taking immediate steps to provide all parties
with the required support necessary.”
“We are pleased that together we were able to find suitable alternative dates
in order to provide all those affected with reliability in planning,” she said.
The INDOPLAS, INDOPACK and INDOPRINT team will reach out to all
industry partners, confirmed exhibitors and participants regarding event
logistics and planning.
--- Ends ----

About the organisers
Messe Düsseldorf Asia is a subsidiary of Messe Düsseldorf in Germany,
one of the world’s leading trade fair organisers, responsible for organising
more than 20 global No. 1 exhibition in various industries including plastics,
packaging and printing – namely, the globally acclaimed K Fair, interpack
and drupa held in Düsseldorf, Germany. With extensive expertise in
organising trade fairs in Southeast Asia, Messe Düsseldorf Asia has
developed a portfolio of numerous trade fairs in the region since 1995. PT
Wahana Kemalaniaga Makmur (WAKENI) represents Messe Düsseldorf
GmbH for the marketing and promotion of its trade fairs to the Indonesian
market including K Fair, interpack and drupa.
For more information on Messe Düsseldorf Asia, visit
http://mda.messe-dusseldorf.com/.
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